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Step 3: Conference on Global Climate Change and Water Disasters, India

Why dialogue on sustainability science and values?

Our starting point: Planetary boundaries

Our planet’s fragility and humanity’s vulnerability is increasingly
laid bare through environmental and social concerns that
challenge our generation. Prevailing social and economic
development models can no longer remain indifferent to these
realities. Meeting the challenge of a sustainable world requires
a practical reckoning and an attitude of care to engage the
complexity of poverty, environmental degradation, and quality of
life that is good for all.

Given the magnitude of the concerns as we reach and pass
different planetary boundaries, there is a desire to communicate
to the world and seek a response that shifts minds and hearts
building solidarity and sustainability.

Care for the environment is necessary and an ongoing dialogue
based on this care is gaining ground among people who are
engaged in scientific research and implementation. At the same
time, this global conversation acknowledges the inequalities
and conditions in which people live and labour, and calls for a reassessment of how science, technology, and business can engage
with the needs, not simply the wants of the world. The challenge
to economic development is one of justice, to evaluate its role
beyond profit margins and commodification to sustainably
manage resources and local economies and respond to local
social needs beyond present corporate social responsibility.

We have to prepare to make much deeper changes. We need
to integrate Sustainable Development Goals and Planetary
Boundaries with the economic, social, and environmental
domains of global thrusts. Science offers us the planetary
boundaries as a way to define a safe operating space for
humanity, within which we can still have a very dynamic
development; the boundaries do not signify an end to
development. They are the starting points by which we define a
more meaningful, sustainable, and inclusive human development
and ecology.
Figure 1. Planetary boundaries
A safe operating space for humanity
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Sustainability science is defined as an emerging academic field of
“problem-driven, interdisciplinary scholarship that seeks to facilitate
interventions that foster shared prosperity and reduced poverty
while protecting the environment.” It is trans-disciplinary in that
science needs to develop much more effective communications
and local implementation, while the focus and technological
outcomes call for greater solidarity in the commitment to
sustainability of the economy.
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Scientists are defining anthropocene as the period where human
beings constitute a major force of change at the planetary scale.
In order to respond, there is a need to come together and shape a
common ground, as science alone will not provide solutions for a
more sustainable world.
This dialogue seeks an interdisciplinary approach in tackling both
the environmental challenges and the challenges of poverty and
justice relevant both for science and spirituality to contribute to a
broader global shift in attitudes of greater responsibility, areas of
simplicity of lifestyle and inclusion of the margins.

Source: Steffen et al. Planetary Boundaries: Guiding human development on a changing planet, Science,
16 January 2015 / Design: Globaïa

Figure 2. Boundaries on the landscape
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Our engagement: A broader
dialogue with transformative values

NEED FOR CHANGE

A greater focus on values will help form
a broader social engagement that is
gravely lacking at this critical point and
guide our actions and decisions within
these planetary boundaries. Through the
promotion and deepening of this dialogue
on transformative values, commitments are
reinforced to a more sustainable world. The
dialogue of sustainability science shares
and communicates the human concern
for planetary boundaries, for a change in
lifestyle, and for greater action when the
environmental changes are experienced
at the local level. This social commitment
motivates greater potential response.

Spirituality
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Social Inclusion
Hope

Personal
Transformation

The initial elements of a process that enables
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the transformation needed in society are
Rational understanding (Context) • Personal attitude (Conversion) • Commitment to change (Action)
identified and drawn from people’s shared
Figure 3. Need for change
experiences and relationships with the
environment.

A. Solidarity
Solidarity is a valuable way of
offering a three dimensional
connectedness of: future
generations, the poor and
the environment. It is also a
good concept as it does not
rely on reciprocity but asks
for the individual to act in
response to human context.
There are the natural and
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spiritual relations, which also
sustain us and need to be part of the living and struggling
that people seek to grow through. From experiences of
solidarity we share learning experiences of humility and
discernment and are able to express stories of hope coming
from the simple context of community.
Solidarity with the youth is important as they are often
excluded from job markets, struggling for their identity
and lacking support systems. We need a new way to
communicate, not only in terms of social media to reach
the other million of youths who are vulnerable and seeking
answers on how to live a sustainable life.

B. Spirituality
Believers and all people
of good will can easily
acknowledge the value of
the human spirit and good
will in sharing concerns and
seeking to address them.
The spirituality of wellbeing
that looks inside the self
to find meaning and how
one is connected around
Tree crowns, Angkot Wat, Cambodia
and with the planet natural
opens with gratitude and humility to community and society
on the one hand.

Spirituality is key in forming the scientific mind to
transcend the self in a life-affirming engagement. Without
the spirituality, ethics can become moralizing lacking
accountability and commitment to change. Spirituality
begins with wonder and gratitude for the diversity of life,
its connectedness and simplicity, yet of great complexity in
natural systems and cultural interplay. As one feels cared for
there is a desire to nurture a sense of care and accountability
while sharing a narrative of hope.

C. Mind shift
Yes, the mind has
to shift! What a
great challenge, we
must now conceive
with creativity and
urgency a whole new
way of thinking and
Youth capacity in Hulas program,
communicating: how
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we as human relate in
every detail with the planet Earth. To change how we
live, we must change how we think, the very framework
of how we put all our institutions, communities,
knowledge and needs together. We need to incorporate
a greater experience of how humans adapt globally and
the creativity needed in going beyond the security of
predictable ways. The economy, industry, infrastructure,
markets, cultural, communications, even how and why
we do science, develop laws and reflect philosophically
must radically relate in new ways. We integrate concern
and compassion in our daily and institutional living that
transforms the moral and ecological outcome of our
lives and our societies. than the business proficiency of
our times.

Process and proposed outcome
The dialogue is very much process-oriented, each is planned
and there is evaluation on how to continue to the next stage.

D. Depth

Curriculum development, Bendum, Philippines

If the shift is to be real, we have to go deep. This requires an
awakening of people in a way that scientists, politicians, or
business leaders cannot achieve alone. Not simply the successes
but understand/empathy with others, meaningful survival.
Depth is to do with consciousness, suffering and strong sense of
solidarity, and active acceptance of reality. Depth gives I space to
consider healing, healing on all levels and areas of community
and global sustainability. As people get older they also realized
that social history needs greater reconciliation, it is not simply
a matter of justice, but relationships have to be restored so that
differences of the past are not passed on to further generations.
The need for reconciliation with creation and the existing strife
in many areas over water present multiple challenges if we are
moving deeper than the business proficiency of our times.

E. Hope
In expressing hope, it is easier
to see opportunities and ways
forward, bringing more people
into the process to help develop a
greater context and commitment
for change. Fear of the future
reminds us of the need for
humans, especially the youth,
to have a context that builds
School in Latputta, Myanmar
hope. Without hope, it is difficult
to mobilize people toward meaningful action. A key effort is
in identifying: one, what generates hope for humankind in a
world that is suffering deeply and where threats are great and
increasing; and two, the reasons for such a hope.
Hope is primarily relational, seeing from a deeper reflection the
connections and possibilities for change through better relations.
For many our sense of community is at the core of our hope. We
think of these relations as personal, social and institutional; there
are the economic and cross cultural, the relations are “across”
many differences and levels. Hope allows us link the present with
the future and share a story of a beautiful planet.

F. Social Inclusion
Poverty is in part tied to the
landscape, livelihood and basic
family security. The people
are at the margins of society
and when environment-stress
occurs they suffer most as they
are excluded from the broader
economic exchange that allows
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options for sustaining a familylife. This means that their livelihood on the land should not be
view in terms of economic profit but social sustainability. With
this in mind – and heart – capacity building is a key focus in the
call for transformation. Local governments and enterprises need
capacity also to facilitate that inclusion in a move to deeper
human development.

In the Anthropocene, we are in the driver’s seat of change. If
we keep Earth within the safe operating space of planetary
boundaries, humanity and the world can thrive. But as we
transgress these boundaries, we put ourselves in a danger zone,
where even minor actions can trigger catastrophic outcomes.
There is a need for responses from all around the world, from all
different sectors and levels of the global community, through all
aspects of life. And this is what this dialogue responds to as we
seek to engage, to plan, and to act.
STEP 1: Malaybalay Conference and Bendum Discussions
Philippines, May 2014
STEP 2: University of Namur
Belgium, 3-4 November 2014
STEP 3: Conference on Global Climate Change and
Water Disasters
India, 27-29 March 2015
STEP 4: Lisbon
Portugal, 23-26 April 2015
STEP 5: Nairobi
Kenya, 2015
STEP 6: Stockholm Resilience Centre
Sweden, 23-25 November 2015
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The Stockholm Environment Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
Newmaninstitutet (Newman Institute), Uppsala, Sweden
Global Ignatian Advocacy Network-Ecology
University of Namur, Namur, Belgium
Hochschule für Philosophie München (Munich School of
Philosophy), Munich, Germany
The Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, 			
St Edmund’s College, University of Cambridge, 		
Cambridge, United Kingdom
Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid, Spain
Universidad de Deusto, Bilbao, Spain
Institut Químic de Sarrià, Universitat Ramon Llull,
Barcelona, Spain
Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, USA ?
Seattle University, Seattle, Washington, USA ?
Jesuit European Social Center, Brussels, Belgium
Environmental Science for Social Change, 		
Quezon City, Philippines
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Coordinator for GIAN Ecology:
Jesuit European Social Centre
51 rue du Cornet
B-1040 Bruxelles
Telephone: +32 (0)2 737 97 20
Email: info@jesc.eu

The Global Ignatian Advocacy Network (GIAN) on Ecology promotes
awareness, information, and engagement in environmental concerns
in the Ignatian community. GIAN-Ecology’s action plan takes as a
common theme “Water for All,” given the regional differences and
capacities of Jesuit institutions and the collaboration globally.

